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Abstract

In this paper we investigate the impact of different routing techniques on
energy consumption in sensor networks with a central node. When multi-hop
transmissions are used the sensors stationed closer to the central node will
have to relay a large amount of traffic and expend their batteries faster. This
leads to the “energy hole” problem ultimately resulting in reduced network
life. We use a sensor network simulator to test the effectiveness of several
routing techniques for homogenous networks and compare them to hetero-
genous networks using relay nodes to determine the best approach in terms
of network life.

Keywords: Smart routing, sensor networks, energy hole problem, many-to-
one communication model, energy consumption, green communication.

1 Introduction

A lot of research has been done recently on wireless sensor networks and
this trend will continue as they are becoming a more and more important
part of our life [1, 2]. Sensor networks are typically formed from a number
of nodes in order to monitor a specific kind of activity. These range from
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home environment applications [3], mapping applications [4], weather and
seismic measurements [1] or even battlefield monitoring. Such nodes are usu-
ally limited foremost by size and the need to operate without infrastructure
like power lines or communication lines. This leads to fundamental limita-
tions in battery power (network life), computational power and transmission
capabilities (communication range). Much effort is directed today towards
pushing these limitations [5–7], although battery power remains the biggest
concern. This paper focuses on uneven energy consumption in large scale
sensor many-to-one networks with a central data-gathering node.

Sensor networks can be categorized by their data traffic pattern into
one-to-many or many-to-one networks. One-to-many network has each node
disseminating its data towards other interested nodes. A special case is a
many-to-many communication network where data is transferred between
pairs of nodes. In a many-to-one sensor network all of the nodes are send-
ing their sensing data towards a central node, typically a base station. This
central node then either stores this information or carries specialized relay-
communication equipment (such as a satellite dish or long range wireless
modem). Such networks are typically used for environment monitoring and
surveillance [8, 9].

Scalability problems in routing and energy consumption occur when such
many-to-one networks are used to cover a large area requiring more than
one hop in communication as well as a large number of devices in order to
adequately monitor the environment. One of the problems occuring in such
large scale sensor networks is an uneven energy consumption rate, particu-
larly around the central node. Nodes close to the central one have to relay
more traffic than the outlying nodes, resulting in faster energy consumption.
These nodes are then the first to drain their energy supply leading to a dead
battery area around the central node. This is called an “energy hole” problem
[10].

Different routing techniques can partially mitigate this problem by send-
ing some nodes to sleep in order to spread the routing load, however this does
not completely remove it. Clustering and data aggregation have most often
been proposed as a solution. Such networks can easily be scaled due to their
multi-hierarchy architecture used to channel data to local relay nodes which
then proceed to transmit information directly to the central base station or by
relaying it between themselves [11, 12].

We have developed a sensor network simulator for real-case scenario sim-
ulations in both physical and mac layer, supporting many different routing
techniques, including greedy forwarding, multi-hop smart routing, shotgun
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forwarding and flooding [13]. We use it to investigate the impact of the
energy hole problem on different routing techniques and to investigate how
clustering affects such networks. Of particular interest are data congestion
and total network life in terms of time and reported events per unit of energy.
We have done extensive simulations on the performance of different routing
techniques, some of which are presented in [14]. This paper expands on that
work and gives new simulations showing the effects of clustering.

Section 2 of this paper gives a short background on the energy hole
problem and typical solutions used in sensor networks. Section 3 details
simulation setup, assumptions and parameters used. Section 4 presents sim-
ulation results in terms of network lifetime, energy efficiency and battery
usage through different parts of the network. Section 5 contains concluding
remarks.

2 Background

2.1 The “Energy Hole” Problem

Data in many-to-one networks is transmitted to the central base station using
multi-hop routing. If we assume maximum range R of an individual node,
then nodes within R circle radius around the central base station can transmit
their data with a single direct link (Figure 1). However, nodes with distance
between R and 2R from the central node (second circle) have to transmit their
information through the nodes within the first circle. This creates additional
load on the first circle nodes as they need to spend additional energy to first
receive the data packets and then to forward them towards the central node.
It is clear that nodes within this circle will run out of battery power first, thus
creating a no-pass zone around the central node and preventing any data gath-
ering even if the central node is still operational and outlying nodes continue
to monitor the environment. We assume here that packets can traverse the
first circle using a single hop which may not always be the case in real-case
scenarios.

Assuming same node density within both circles it follows that for each
packet generated within the first circle there are three packets generated
within the second circle as it has three times the surface area. That means
that nodes within the first circle have to relay three times as many events as
they themselves generate. This problem is further compounded if the nodes
within first circle are not in sleep mode and have to receive parts of each
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Figure 1 Simplified energy hole problem with nodes in first circle having to relay the second
circle information on top of their own data.

incoming data packet before they can determine whether they belong to its
multi-hop transmission path.

Sensor network lifetime is usually defined as the time period within which
the network can maintain its functionality by covering the designated area
and sending data with good reporting rate. In this paper it is defined as
the time until the first node dies. It is of big importance to see where the
first nodes cease to function and to compare that to the energy distribution
through the network. A better network will drain the batteries of its nodes
more evenly. Other big factors are to see how many events the network is able
to report during its lifetime and how long can it keep actively monitoring the
environment.

2.2 Energy Conservation Approaches

The very basic form of network uses unguided routing and simply spreads
the sensed data to the whole network (flood routing). This is a very ineffi-
cient form of communication so other approaches like location aware routing
where nodes forward the packet only if they are closer to the destination
from the previous hop (location aware routing) are used, but this still results
in a large number of excessive transmissions. Targeted transmissions such
as greedy forwarding are typically employed in sensor networks. A node
wishing to transmit uses maximum transmission power in order to send the
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Figure 2 Smart routing in an ad-hoc network. Lines represent data transmission paths with
stronger lines representing paths used more often.

packet as far towards its destination as it can. This however causes a lot of
interference and often uses more power than necessary.

Smart routing algorithms consider network topology and select the best
possible multi-hop transmission path, employing only the minimal required
power in each of the hops. However, these are most computationally in-
tensive out of the mentioned routing protocols and require dissemination of
up-to-date network topology to operate efficiently. Figure 2 shows an imple-
mentation of smart routing in an ad-hoc network. Lines represent connections
between the nodes, and strength (intensity) of each line shows how often it is
used for communication – stronger lines are used more often. Lines typically
run from outside nodes towards nearest nodes and the middle. Nodes are
represented by small rectangle bars placed at their positions showing current
battery status (the more empty the battery becomes, the lower its battery level
indicator will be).

Deployment assistance in the form of clustering is often used to com-
bat the energy hole problem. Several relay nodes are distributed around the
network area, each receiving a sub- region from which to collect data and for-
ward to the central node using its own (often enhanced) transmission power.
These can be used in conjunction with any of the mentioned routing proto-
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Figure 3 Routing in a hierarchial network. Connections run towards the nearest relay nodes
from where they are routed towards the central node.

cols. In this paper we will focus on relay nodes using the same transceiver
cirquits as the rest of the network, but having enhanced batteries to cope
with the additional load. Such networks utilizing relay nodes are hierarchical
in nature and have distinctive traffic patterns, as can be seen in Figure 3.
Connections in such a network typically run from regular nodes towards the
nearest relay node, and then from them towards the central base station.

3 EnVO Simulator and Network Parameters

EnVO network routing simulator was developed in MATLAB programming
language with the purpose of testing the influence of various routing proto-
cols in a realistic ad-hoc wireless network [15]. It was further developed into
encompassing hierarchical approaches. EnVO routing simulator incorporates
the common routing schemes – flood routing, shotgun routing, greedy for-
warding, and two smart power control routing algorithms – one based on best
hop routing, the other on two-hop path-finding. A general review on current
routing methods in ad-hoc networks can be found in [13, 16]. It also enables
simulation of hierarchical networks using local relay nodes.
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Data transfer rate, environment interference levels, network throughput,
node battery levels and network life are monitored using same network
topography and simulation parameters with different routing protocols.

Several assumptions have been used in simulation:

• Nodes are randomly distributed over simulation area using a uniform
distribution.

• Network is well connected.
• Routing tables have been established, relay nodes selected, and network

data required for specific routing protocol disseminated to every node.
• Each sensor node starts in idle mode monitoring the environment and

sensing radio traffic in its area.
• Events occur randomly through network with uniform distribution.
• Network is event driven, although simulation results are valid for time

driven networks as events are generated at the same rate.
• Each sensor node has the same likelihood to notice an event while op-

erating in monitoring mode. A report is generated in the form of a data
packet and sent to the central node.

• All sensor nodes have the same transceiver circuits requiring same signal
levels for successful reception.

• All regular nodes have the same batteries, fully charged, while re-
lay nodes and the central node carry batteries with three times higher
capacity.

In our simulations we consider a square area of 400 by 400 m with a base
station located in the center of the map and 200 nodes spread through the
environment equalling node density of 1 node per 800 m2 (approximately 28
m average distance between neighbouring nodes). Same node locations have
been used for all routing protocols.

Communication protocols include collision avoidance using radio sensing
and random back-off time. Network operates using 1 Mbps data rate, with
each event report carrying 1 kb of data. Events are randomly generated at
the average rate of 10 events per second. Nodes are able to operate with
transmission levels between 1 and 100 mW and have −95 dBW receiver
sensitivity resulting in a maximum range of 169 m. Nodes are categorized into
four concentric circles equalling half a hop distance radius increase (85 m) to
better follow battery levels. The central node’s battery levels are monitored
separately.

Nodes have 1 J battery capacity, while central and other relay nodes have
3 J battery capacity. Energy consumption of each node is as follows:
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• 1 mW while idle.
• 60 mW during packet negotiation sensing.
• 135 mW while receiving data.
• 45 mW for transmission processing.
• Between 1 and 100 mW during data transmission.

4 Simulation Results

Simulations have been run on the same network topology for each of the
routing schemes to determine the best approach for large scale networks.
Average battery levels relative to their starting value for each of the con-
centric circle areas around central node at the end of network lifetime are
shown in Table 1. As expected, there is an uneven distribution of energy
between circles, especially in the case of flood routing, shotgun routing and
SLAM routing. Shotgun routing and SLAM routing in particular suffered
network failure with still very high battery levels, indicating large variety
in energy consumption between different nodes within the network. Both
greedy forwarding and and optimal multi-hop routing benefitted from the use
of clustering, spreading the load within the network more evenly.

Table 2 shows network parameters at the end of network lifetime. Time
before first node battery failure measured in seconds is displayed in the first
column. Greedy forwarding and optimal multi-hop routing are clearly the best
routing methods regarding network lifetime, with similar results. Optimal
multi-hop with clustering achieved the best network lifetime of 645 seconds.
This is for a communication network operating in 5% load range with 1 J
stored energy per battery at the start of simulation. The number of reported
events during network life, both as absolute and as a percentage of actual
occured events is given in column 2. It is clear from this that flood routing
did not benefit from clustering, quite the opposite. Shotgun routing had a
small reduction in required energy per reported event, but also performed
badly with less than half events reported. These are the results of a too high
network load for these routing protocols. It is clear that they cannot handle
a 5% network load (average data stream of 50 kbps in a 1 Mbps network).
Greedy forwarding and optimal multi-hop performed much better and be-
nefited further from clustering. Optimal multi-hop in particular achieved a
very high network life time with nearly perfect event report record at 99%
without and 96% with clustering. The difference was lost in packet collisions,
mostly at the relay nodes, and can be further avoided by aggregating data into
bigger packets.
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Table 1 Average relative battery levels in each of the circle at the end of network lifetime.

The third column shows the amount of energy used per successfully re-
ported event. Flood routing and shotgun routing – both a very basic routing
protocols, performed poorly, requiring an order or even two orders of mag-
nitude more power per reported event compared to the more advanced routing
schemes. SLAM routing had good energy consumption rate, especially with
clustering as it greatly reduced the load off the nodes close to the central
base station. However, better results were achieved with greedy forwarding
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Table 2 Network parameters at the end of the simulation for each of the routing algorithms.
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Figure 4 Battery levels at the end of simulation using optimal multi-hop routing without clus-
tering. Nodes with shorter distance from the central node lose battery power faster, resulting
in network outage while most of the batteries are still around 50%.

and even more so with optimal multi-hop, requiring only 23 mJ per reported
event (1 kb of relayed data).

Finally, the fifth column shows the average interference level through the
area covered by network, an important information if the network is to operate
below a certain treshold so as not to disrupt existing communication networks
within the area, or to stay below detection levels during a conflict. While most
routing protocols had similar interference levels, optimal multi-hop achieved
a 7–9 dB lower level of interference through the network area, a significant
improvement.

Figure 4 shows node relative battery levels for optimal multi-hop routing
at the end of network life plotted against the distance from the central base
station. Without clustering the nodes closer to the central base station lose
energy faster, resulting in much lower battery levels and inevitable drop of
nodes from the network. Nodes within the first 50 m from the central base
station all had under 30% of battery energy left, while those farther than 50
m (approximately one third of the maximum transmission range) still had on
average around 50% battery energy left.

Figure 5 shows the same routing protocol combined with node clustering.
A much lower overal battery level can be observed through the network at
the end of its lifetime. The node that caused the dropout for this case was
actually at a distance of 160 m, practically at the maximum transmission
range from the central base station. The few nodes with high battery levels
positioned around 100 and 140 m are in fact the relay nodes which start with
three times higher battery capacity and levels which they need in order to
handle the increased amount of traffic occuring over them. The average node
in the network had only around 15–30% energy left in its battery, practically
avoiding the energy hole problem.
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Figure 5 Battery levels at the end of simulation using clustering with optimal multi-hop rout-
ing. Remaining battery levels in the network are much lower when compared to the case
without clustering, averaging at 15–30%. Several peaks in remaining battery power occur-
ing around 100 and 140 m are from relay nodes which start with three times higher battery
capacity.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we addressed the energy hole problem of uneven energy con-
sumption in large scale wireless sensor networks. Several common routing
protocols were compared with the advanced smart routing and multi-hop
optimization in regards to network lifetime, efficiency of energy use, interfer-
ence and battery consumption. Impact of clustering on each routing scheme
and on reduction of the energy hole problem was considered.

The best results with and without clustering were obtained by optimal
multi-hop routing which calculates the best direct path towards the target
node and then optimizes it for multi-hop transmission. It achieved a network
lifetime of 645 s (20% higher from greedy forwarding) with an average useful
data rate of 50 kBps relayed over distance of up to 300 m and only 1 J starting
battery power (average energy use of 24 mJ per each 1kb packet). It had
an even energy consumption throughout the whole network and practically
avoided the energy hole problem.
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